[1] Mariner 10 and MESSENGER spacecraft observations have established that Mercury has an intrinsic magnetic field and magnetosphere. Following the March 2011 insertion of MESSENGER into orbit around Mercury, measurements show that ions and electrons with typical energies of about 1-10 keV form an equatorially centered distribution of plasma at 1.4 R M radial distance (where R M is Mercury's radius) around a substantial portion of the planet in local time from morning through night and into the afternoon sector. Coincident with the detection of plasma around Mercury, an observed drop in the total magnetic pressure is attributable to the ion and electron thermal pressure. Additionally, intense waves near the ion cyclotron frequency were observed at the same location as the quasi-trapped particle population, which are likely a result of anisotropic distributions created by the large loss cone (>30 o ) at these radial distances.
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Introduction
[2] Mercury, the closest planet to the Sun, has the distinction of having the smallest planetary magnetosphere in our solar system [Russell et al., 1988] . Mariner 10 data from the 1970s established that Mercury has an intrinsic magnetic field, and this inference has been confirmed by magnetic field observations by the MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft. The planet has a dipole moment of $195 nT R M 3 (where R M is Mercury's radius, or 2440 km) and a tilt with respect to the planetary rotation axis of no more than 5 o [Ness et al., 1974; Jackson and Beard, 1977; Anderson et al., 2008] . Since the insertion of the MESSENGER spacecraft into orbit around Mercury in March 2011, Magnetometer data have confirmed these properties and also have shown that the intrinsic dipole magnetic field has an offset of 450 to 500 km north of the geographic equator .
[3] Since the discovery of Mercury's intrinsic magnetic field and associated magnetosphere, it has been debated whether Mercury could have an equatorially trapped particle population analogous to the Earth's radiation belts or ring current [e.g., Baker et al., 1987] . Mercury has a much smaller magnetic dipole moment than Earth and given a scaling factor of 8 between the two magnetospheres based on their respective magnetopause locations, it is estimated that an Earth-like radiation belt, located at about 4-8 R E (R E is Earth's radius, or 6371 km) radial distance at Earth would be located at <1 R M , precluding the existence of a trapped particle population around Mercury. Recently, however, global three-dimensional hybrid simulations of a Mercury-like magnetosphere have shown that for relatively low solar wind pressure a quasi-trapped equatorial proton population could exist at radial distances between $1.3 and 1.5 R M just inside the dayside magnetopause [Trávníček et al., 2009 [Trávníček et al., , 2010 . Also, numerical calculations of sodium ions in a global model of Mercury have shown that a sodium ion ring is possible [Yagi et al., 2010] .
[4] The MESSENGER flybys of Mercury in 2008 and 2009 hinted at the existence of an equatorial plasma population around the planet when, prior to and after closest approach in the nightside equatorial plane near midnight at a radial distance $1.4 R M , a decrease in the total magnetic field of $20 to 40 nT occurred at the same time that ions and electrons of moderate energy ($ keV) were observed Zurbuchen et al., 2008] . MESSENGER's present orbit around Mercury provides nearly continuous data coverage through the equatorial region around the planet. Observations show that for a majority of the passes through the equator at local times varying from morning through midnight and around to the afternoon, a moderately energetic ($1-10 keV) plasma population and associated diamagnetic decrease in the total magnetic field were evident 1 , as were intense electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves. These MESSENGER observations support the conclusions from simulations that a quasitrapped equatorial particle population is present around Mercury during relatively quiet solar conditions with low solar wind dynamic pressure.
[5] This paper addresses the question of the existence of a quasi-trapped particle population at Mercury. The outline of the paper is as follows. Spacecraft data and a simulation model are discussed in section 2, results are presented in section 3, and conclusions are given in section 4.
Spacecraft Data and Simulation Model
[6] This study uses magnetic field data from MESSEN-GER's fluxgate Magnetometer (MAG) [Anderson et al., 2007] and plasma data from the Energetic Particle and Plasma Spectrometer (EPPS) [Andrews et al., 2007] . EPPS has two detector systems. One is the Fast Imaging Plasma Spectrometer (FIPS) that measures ions with energy-tocharge ratios of 45-13,500 eV/e, and the other is the Energetic Particle Spectrometer (EPS), which measures ions with 15 keV to 3 MeV and electrons with 35 keV to 1 MeV. The X-Ray Spectrometer (XRS) is used as a proxy to detect $1-10 keV electrons Ho et al., 2011] , below the EPS energy cutoff.
[7] MESSENGER was inserted into an eccentric nearpolar orbit around Mercury on March 18, 2011, at about 00:45 UTC. The orbit has approximately a 12 hour period, is inclined 82.5°to Mercury's geographic equator, and had an initial periapsis at 200 km altitude and 60°N latitude and 15,193 km apoapsis altitude. MESSENGER crosses the geographic equator just after periapsis at a radial distance of $1.4 R M ; the crossing shortly after orbit insertion was at about 3.5 hr magnetic local time (MLT) in the pre-dawn, post-midnight sector. The change in orbital node longitude between orbits varied from $3°initially to <2°, and the radial distance at the equator slowly increased from 1.39 R M on March 24 (orbit 12) to 1.49 R M on May 18, 2011 (orbit 122).
[8] Global hybrid simulations, which follow the selfconsistent evolution of the system by treating the plasma as particle ions and massless electrons, are used to provide global context for the MESSENGER observations at Mercury. Results discussed here are from the runs described by Trávníček et al. [2009 Trávníček et al. [ , 2010 . These hybrid simulation runs included a Mercury-sized magnetic dipole moment (equivalent to 250 nT R M 3 ) placed at the geographic center of the planet with no tilt, and a solar wind speed of 450 km/s and density of 15 cm À3 . The simulation run here had an interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) directed northward with a large radial IMF component directed away from the Sun. These solar wind conditions correspond approximately to quiet times near aphelion where the solar wind density and speed are lower than at perihelion.
Simulation and Data Results
[9] To place the MESSENGER observations in a global context during a single orbit, data from MAG and FIPS, along with hybrid simulation results, are presented in Figure 1 , in the first, second, and third panels, respectively. Starting at 01:09 UTC MESSENGER was in the solar wind approaching Mercury from the south. Ion density enhancements detected by FIPS upstream of the bow shock, along with enhanced magnetic fluctuations seen by MAG at about 01:30 UTC, indicate that the spacecraft moved through the foreshock region, which in a manner similar to that at Earth is formed where some solar wind ions and electrons reflect off the quasi-parallel bow shock and travel sunward (upstream) parallel to the IMF [e.g., Asbridge et al., 1968] . MESSEN-GER then crossed the bow shock (BS) into the magnetosheath, a region of slower-moving thermalized solar wind plasma downstream of the bow shock, at about 02:03 UTC, as shown by an increase in the magnetic field and ion flux.
[10] The spacecraft crossed the magnetopause (MP) boundary, which demarcates the passage from the solar wind into Mercury's magnetosphere, at about 02:12 UTC, as shown by the abrupt drop in ion flux, an increase in the total magnetic field, and the sudden reduction in magnetic field fluctuations. As MESSENGER approached the planet, the overall strength of the magnetic field increased as seen by MAG, and a population of higher-energy ions was seen by FIPS at about 02:20 UTC, which corresponds to the dayside cusp region . The spacecraft then passed over the north pole into the lobe region, which has very low plasma density and where magnetic field lines have one end connected to the planet and the other end open far downstream. After closest approach (02:40 UTC), when the magnetic field reached its maximum, MESSENGER then crossed the geographic equator (GEQ, or z = 0) on the nightside at about 02:56 UTC, where a noticeable depression of the total magnetic field of about 30 nT was observed, coincident with the appearance of a relatively energetic ($5 keV) ion population. This location corresponds in the simulation to the region containing the equatorial quasi-trapped particle population. Then heading southbound, the spacecraft passed through the southern lobe, outbound through the magnetopause at about 03:50 UTC into the magnetosheath and eventually out into the solar wind again. Although the locations, extent, and detailed characteristics of the different regions and boundaries vary from orbit to orbit due to ever-changing solar wind conditions, the overall pattern of the magnetospheric structures seen in the orbital pass shown in Figure 1 was similar for the majority of orbits. In general there is very good correspondence between the simulations and observational data, although it must be kept in mind that this is only a highlevel comparison, with differences expected due to overall simulation limitations in terms of approximate system scaling to Mercury's dipole magnetic moment and offset (which is not taken into account) and the use of generic solar wind conditions that are an approximation of the actual solar wind conditions at the time of observation.
[11] The focus here is on the times when MESSENGER passed through the equatorial region just after periapsis, which occurred at $02:56 UTC in Figure 1 . This is the region where a trapped particle population was found in the global kinetic simulations, as illustrated in Figure 2 , which shows ion density contours (normalized to solar wind ion density) in the geographic equatorial plane (Figure 2 , left) and in the dusk-dawn meridian plane (Figure 2, right) . The red curve in Figure 2 (left) represents the location of all of the MESSENGER orbital passes through the geographic equator from March 24, 2011 (orbit 12), through May 18, 2011 (orbit 122) . MESSENGER orbit 92 on May 3, 2011, when the spacecraft was near x = 0, is shown in Figure 2 (right).
[12] As can be seen in Figure 2 , the MESSENGER orbits during this time period were ideally suited to examine the equatorial particle distribution found in the simulations. In the nightside planetary magnetosphere, plasma-sheet particles convect anti-sunward toward the planet, as seen in the third panel of Figure 1 . At the inner edge of the plasma sheet, close to the planet, the magnetic field becomes dipolar and plasma particles execute bounce motion along dipole field lines and drift around the planet azimuthally due to the gradient and curvature of the magnetic field B, i.e., grad B and radius-of-curvature drifts [e.g., Northrop, 1963] . These azimuthal drifts are charge-dependent: ions drift clockwise around the planet as seen from the north and electrons counterclockwise. Near midnight the inner edge of the plasma sheet merges with the location of the quasi-trapped particle population and feeds into this population, acting as a plasma source from which the ions begin drifting toward dusk. As this drifting population moves around the planet to about 18 hr MLT (dusk) it becomes distinct from the inner plasma sheet, as can be seen in Figure 2 . For northward IMF conditions and low solar wind pressure the simulations show some ions can drift around the dayside to near noon and continue to make a complete circuit around the planet. Other ions are lost either by precipitation or by encountering the magnetopause on the dayside. For southward-directed IMF, a less complete plasma belt forms from post-dawn around the nightside to afternoon, with most particles hitting the magnetopause pre-noon before completing a full circuit around the planet [Trávníček et al., 2010] .
[13] Data from equatorial crossings at different local times are shown in Figure 3 . The chosen MLTs are post-midnight (first column), pre-midnight (second column), and very close to dusk (third column). The geographic equator and magnetic equator (MEQ) crossings are marked in each set of panels. As found by Anderson et al. [2011] from MAG data after MESSENGER orbit insertion, the magnetic equator is offset 484 AE 11 km to the north of the geographic equator. Because MESSENGER passes over the north pole before heading south, it crosses the magnetic equator about 3 to 4 minutes before crossing the geographic equator. In each case, a magnetic depression can be seen close to the magnetic and geographic equatorial planes, with a total magnetic field decrease up to 40 nT (first row), accompanied by the appearance of $5 keV protons (second row), and for two of the events 1-10 keV electrons, as indicated by the increase in counts from the XRS gas proportional counters (GPCs) in the third row [e.g., Slavin et al., 2008; Ho et al., 2011] . In the third event (orbit 90, third column of Figure 3) , the XRS GPC levels hit saturation just prior to 07:30 UTC, triggering an automatic 5 min shutdown, which occurred before the spacecraft crossed the equator, so no XRS data are available for that time. These XRS saturation events were common at higher latitudes on the dusk side; however, their cause is beyond the scope of this paper. The magnetic wave spectrograms in the fourth row show strong wave activity centered on the proton gyrofrequency (shown by the solid black curve), coincident with the magnetic field depression and the presence of the 1-10 keV ions and electrons. Only the perpendicular component of the magnetic wave spectrum is shown in Figure 3 , but the waves quite often have a parallel (compressional) component as well. The wave spectra are typically centered just below or above the proton gyrofrequency but vary somewhat from orbit to orbit, sometimes broadbanded as in Figure 3 but at other times narrowbanded. The emissions below the proton gyrofrequency may correspond to sodium ion cyclotron waves (Na + has amu = 22.9). Sodium ions, which are of planetary origin, have been observed by FIPS in the equatorial region on some passes [Zurbuchen et al., 2008 .
[14] The data in Figure 3 show that four different indicators are observed almost simultaneously near the magnetic and geographic equators: (1) a magnetic depression of 5-50 nT, (2) ions with energies of 1-10 keV, (3) electrons with energies of 1-10 keV, and (4) magnetic wave oscillations near the proton gyrofrequency. A total of 102 equatorial crossings have been examined from orbit 12 on March 24, 2011, to orbit 115 on May 14, 2011. Out of all 102 equatorial crossings examined, 97 had one or more of the four indicators of a quasi-trapped particle population around Mercury. During some of the crossings FIPS and/or XRS data were not available. MAG data were available on almost every crossing and provided the most reliable indicator in terms of the magnetic depression and wave activity. Thus in 93% of the equatorial crossings for which data first became available, extending from the pre-dawn sector (3.7 hr MLT) through midnight (24 hr MLT) to late afternoon (15.8 hr MLT), evidence of a quasi-trapped plasma population was observed. There was a distinct decrease in the population in the pre-midnight to dusk sector, reflected in relatively shallow magnetic depressions ($5 nT) and lower proton energies ($1 keV) and fluxes. Nevertheless, only three crossings in that region showed no indication of a quasi-trapped population. Indeed many crossings showed relatively strong signals with magnetic depressions of 10 nT or more and ions with $3-4 keV energies . The variation in the indicators is likely due to the changing solar wind conditions [e.g., Baker et al., 2011] , i.e., if the solar wind pressure becomes larger then the magnetopause boundary pushes closer to the planet's dayside surface, reducing the possibility that ions and electrons can become trapped and drift around the planet.
[15] Data from EPS, which can detect electrons with energies >36 keV, have also been examined for the equatorial crossings. In 42% of the equatorial crossings, electrons were detected in the 36 keV and 63 keV channels, with most of those events observed from pre-midnight to postmidnight. An analysis of the pitch angles for two of the events for which >36 keV electrons were observed showed that the particles had a large pitch angle near 90
o , but at the equatorial crossings for those events the look angle was limited to large pitch angles, and it cannot be determined where the peak in pitch angle occurred, only that for those particles the pitch angles were large. The 1-10 keV electrons (from XRS) were observed for about 80% of the cases, although in many of the cases without such electrons XRS was in a safe-mode when crossing the equator as a result of saturation of the GPC detector at higher latitudes. The observation of the higher-energy electrons (>36 keV) is consistent with electrons that originate from the magnetotail plasma sheet, convect in close to the planet ($1.5 R M ) near midnight, and then drift toward the dawn direction. Since there are almost no cases where >36 keV electrons are observed on the afternoon-dusk side, whereas 1-10 keV electrons are often observed, it appears that the higherenergy electrons are lost in the dawn-morning sector, either through precipitation or by hitting the magnetopause, and do not make complete drift orbits around the planet.
[16] As Mercury has rotated beneath the MESSENGER orbit, the radial distance at the equatorial crossing has been slowly increasing. Starting with about orbit 115 (15.8 hr MLT), where the radial distance at the equator was 1.48 R M , as MESSENGER progressed farther around the afternoon sector towards noon most of the equatorial crossings took place in the magnetosheath, i.e., beyond the magnetopause in the shock-thermalized solar wind, and there is no way in these cases to determine whether a quasi-trapped population was present inside the magnetosphere. The hybrid simulations (e.g., see Figure 2 ) indicate that the magnetopause nose location is at about 1.5 R M for low to moderate solar wind pressure, and that for northward IMF the quasi-trapped population is just planetward of this location.
Conclusions
[17] Since the MESSENGER spacecraft entered orbit around Mercury in March 2011, it has had a trajectory ideally suited to examine the plasma population in the equatorial region around the planet. Data from different instruments (MAG, EPPS, and XRS) have shown that a population of 1-10 keV ions and electrons are present at a radial distance of 1.4-1.5 R M . Somewhat higher-energy (>36 keV) electrons were also observed, but these were confined primarily to the midnight, post-midnight, and pre-dawn sectors. The MESSENGER data for the MLT regions sampled around the planet thus far (morning to nightside through the afternoon) support the findings from previous simulations that Mercury has a quasi-trapped equatorially centered particle population for low to moderate solar wind pressures.
[18] Geomagnetically trapped particles in a dipole-type field configuration execute different types of motion [Hamlin et al., 1961] for which basic parameters can be determined at Mercury from the MESSENGER observations. One is the gyroradius around the magnetic field, which for a proton at the magnetic equator ($83 nT), with an average energy of 5 keV, is $87 km (0.036 R M ). Thus a quasi-trapped proton at about 1.4 R M can gyrate about the magnetic field without striking the planet or the dayside magnetopause (located at about 1.5 R M ) as it drifts around the planet. The sodium ion gyroradius is 416 km (0.17 R M ), so loss at the magnetopause on the dayside region becomes significant and trapping is less likely [e.g., Delcourt et al., 2011] , although lower-energy sodium ions could become trapped to form a ring around Mercury [Yagi et al., 2010] .
[19] Another type of motion executed by a quasi-trapped particle is bounce motion along the dipolar magnetic field lines, which depends on the particle pitch angle. If the pitch angle is less than the loss-cone angle (q LC ), the particle will be lost and precipitate, otherwise the particle undergoes trapped mirror bounce motion along the magnetic field. From observed magnetic field values and dipole field line mapping to the surface of the planet, q LC $ 30 o . The result of such a large loss cone is a "hole" in the velocity space distribution function that can be unstable to ion cyclotron waves [Cornwall et al., 1970] , which can account for the strong EMIC wave activity observed by MESSENGER accompanying the quasi-trapped population.
[20] The term quasi-trapped is used to describe the particle population surrounding Mercury since global kinetic simulations indicate that only about 10% of the particles make a complete drift orbit around the planet, while the rest are lost by precipitating at the planet or by hitting the magnetopause. Despite the low percentage of fully trapped particles there is a constant feeding of plasma from different source regions on a timescale comparable to those for particle losses such that a particle population is continuously maintained around the planet. The MESSENGER observations indicate that the quasi-trapped ion population is stronger on the dawn side than the dusk side, which is the opposite of what is observed for Earth's ring current. The global hybrid simulations [Trávníček et al., 2010] and heavy ion trajectory calculations [Yagi et al., 2010] indicate that the dawn-dusk asymmetry at Mercury is due to the plasma sources for the quasi-trapped particle population at Mercury, which include the magnetotail plasma sheet, the low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL), and the planet itself. Convection in the magnetotail plasma sheet brings plasma toward the nightside of the planet and provides a variable but consistent source of hot ($keV) particles near midnight. The LLBL provides plasma at the equatorial flanks, where magnetosheath plasma can enter the magnetosphere through Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and shear-related diffusion Trávníček et al., 2009] . Mercury provides ions that come off its surface through a variety of processes, including photo-stimulated desorption, micrometeoroid bombardment, particle sputtering, and electron-stimulated desorption [Killen et al., 2004; Schriver et al., 2011] . The different sources combined are able to maintain a continuous quasi-trapped belt of particles around Mercury for low to moderate solar wind pressures, but in contrast to the situation at Earth, major contributions of plasma come into the dawn side from the LLBL and the planet [Trávníček et al., 2010; Yagi et al., 2010] .
[21] The quasi-trapped particle belt around Mercury in general has relatively low energies (1-10 keV) and thus cannot be considered to be a radiation belt in the same sense as the trapped populations with MeV energies observed at Earth or the outer planets. At Mercury the quasi-trapped population would be more akin to Earth's ring current, at least energetically. One possible reason that the energies of a persistent quasi-trapped population at Mercury are lower is because for proton energies ≥50 keV, the corresponding particle gyroradius (≥275 km) would be too large to fit between the planet and the magnetopause. At Earth, the particle belt is much farther from the planet ($2-6 R E ), and even very-high-energy particles can remain trapped for days, whereas the lifetime of a quasi-trapped particle at Mercury is on the order of a few minutes. Also because of the smaller magnetic field of Mercury, betatron acceleration that can occur as particles convect toward the planet [e.g., Kivelson et al., 1979] will not be as effective as at Earth due to a smaller ratio of the magnetic field between the magnetotail and inner magnetosphere. Additionally, wave-particle interactions that accelerate inner magnetospheric plasmas might be less effective at Mercury that at Earth.
[22] The results from the hybrid simulations and the MESSENGER orbital data analyzed thus far supporting the presence of a quasi-trapped particle population around Mercury imply that all of the planets in our solar system with internal magnetic fields host some sort of trapped region of charged particles. Compared to the other planets, Mercury's quasi-trapped particle population is closest to the surface. In general a trapped particle population around a planet with an internal field constitutes a persistent repository of energetic particles that can exert a major influence on the inner magnetosphere and have strong effects on the planetary surface via precipitation. At Mercury ion and electron precipitation fluxes due to the quasi-trapped population are substantial, $10 9 cm À2 s À1 [Trávníček et al., 2010; Schriver et al., 2011] , and can play a major role in exospheric formation and space weathering. This role and detailed properties of Mercury's quasi-trapped particle population will be illuminated as more MESSENGER data are returned.
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